
As I sat in New York during the black-
out, I wondered who would succeed at
producing the first predictable polemics

blaming “deregulation.” Every crisis unsur-
prisingly is used to further the agendas of
anyone remotely concerned. Every interest
group claimed that had its agenda been
accepted the crisis could have been avoided.
The Northeast power outage followed true
to form. Blaming deregulation apparently
began while my power was still out. 

Blaming anything may be totally wrong.
However electricity is generated and trans-
mitted, a complex system must exist. Noth-
ing can be made foolproof, and it will be
unclear, at least until the investigations
cease, whether the causes were readily pre-
dictable and easily corrected, according to a
cost criterion. The possibility remains that
the blackout could not have been prevented.

Even if a prevention strategy were avail-
able, the failure to adopt it is not clearly due
to neglect of the many alternatives that
might have been adopted. What is involved
is a long-standing crisis in electric power
that the so-called deregulation process
sought to remedy. To the extent the effort
failed, it was precisely because deregulation
was a fraudulent description. 

The situation has a long history. In the
early decades of the twentieth century, the
electric-power industry urged the states to
institute regulation. The system worked to
the satisfaction of companies, customers,
and the regulators until the early 1970s. Sta-
ble fuel prices and improved technology
allowed selling prices to fall (from 2.71 cents
per kilowatt hour in 1926 to 1.59 cents in

1970) despite inflation.
The 1970s brought the unhappy combina-

tion of rising fuel costs, soaring construction
costs, lessened technical progress, and
increased environmental requirements. Sud-
denly, the regulators had the new task of
adjusting to upward pressures on rates. They
acted with, at best, equivocation and, at
worst, with disastrous expedients. Several
states, notably New York and California,
saw non-utility generation as a miracle cure
and pressured utilities to sign long-term con-
tracts based on the expectation of continued
energy price rises. A further problem was
that the utilities had embarked on expensive
expansion programs, much but not all
nuclear. A growth slowdown produced by
rising rates and the spurt in construction
costs made these expansions expensive and
premature. These plants and the contracts
for non-utility generation became severe
burdens when energy prices softened.

Utilities naturally sought reversal. Some
proclaimed that they had lived under a regu-
latory compact that could and should be
restored. Others sought whatever relief they
could find. In several states, major initiatives
were undertaken. The details differed
greatly. The main common feature was that
generation of electricity was freed from
wholesale price regulation. Generally, a fur-
ther step was a phased removal of regulated
rates to final consumers. A third step in some
states was to require divestiture of generat-
ing capacity. New York required total
divesting; California confined the sell-off to
fossil-fuel plants within the state.

Several critical points emerge. First, not all
states instituted such changes. Second, those
imposing restructuring each adopted a
unique approach. Third and most critically,
the liberation was limited. The guts of the
California crisis, for example, was simply
that uncontrolled wholesale prices soared in
response to rising natural gas prices, and
retail prices were not allowed to rise in
response. (The charges of manipulation will
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probably prove wildly exaggerated.) More
critically, the transmission system was not
included in the restructuring process. The
only initiative was the Federal Energy Regu-
latory Commission’s (FERC) ultimate deci-
sion that independent regional transmission
companies were the proper response.

Central Plan versus Market
The debate on what to do involves both

the classic question of plan versus market
and how the market should be organized.
Thus Robert Kuttner’s fanciful discussion in
the New York Times of August 16 postu-
lates that what is needed is formal energy
plans submitted to the states and ratified by
appropriate rate settings. This is incorrect as
both diagnosis of need and description of
history. 

Kuttner’s article begins correctly but irrel-
evantly, noting that planning, coordination,
and incentives are needed to ensure efficient
supply of electricity. However, this is true of
every commodity. The world economy nev-
ertheless produces most commodities with-
out any central plans, and somehow enough
investment occurs to preclude significant
shifts in supply-demand balances. Contrary
to common statements about electricity,
nothing about it inherently prevents ade-
quate investment as long as prices are set in
the market. The amounts are no vaster than
in other heavy industry, and uncontrolled
prices would be adequate to recoup costs. 

It also is utter fiction that, as Kuttner
alleges, plan ratification by regulators was
the method used to ensure adequate electric-
power investment in the face of price con-
trol. As it happens, the states that employed
systematic state energy plans were California
and New York. The California approach
was for a massive state agency to formulate
extensive reports notorious for their enthusi-
asm at discouraging expansion. The New
York state utilities submitted annual plans to
the state, and similar inaction prevailed.
Kuttner’s basic error is to blame deregula-
tion for the failure to remove price controls
that eliminated the incentives for investment
in transmission.

Kuttner precedes this claim with another
whopper and irrelevance. He spins a fanciful
tale that the new un-integrated industry 
is prone to massive price manipulation. 
Elementary economics makes clear that a
well-structured market cannot be manipu-
lated. To the extent that the opportunistic
charges against California generating and
natural-gas pipeline companies are substan-
tiated, the manipulation was possible only
because of flaws in the government-imposed
restructuring.

Kuttner’s second criticism of deregulation
was that economic transmission of electric-
ity is limited by physics. This is true but
does not preclude the systematic mainte-
nance of massive flows over the distances in
which exchange is economic. Moreover, the
move to an almost national grid long ante-
dates the regulatory initiatives of the past
few years.

However, the issue of the optimal organi-
zation of private electric-power companies
remains. In a classic 1937 article, Nobel lau-
reate Ronald Coase noted that vertical inte-
gration (the combination of successive steps
in the supply process) improved coordina-
tion, but might strain the capabilities of top
management. Specialists on the subject long
raised questions about the optimum in elec-
tric power. At one extreme, the concept of
“superpower” has had proponents since at
least the 1920s. The idea is for power com-
panies to continue the traditionally standard
practice of simultaneously generating, trans-
mitting, and distributing electricity, but to
merge companies so that they supplied much
larger regions. At the other extreme, it was
suggested that integration, if ever needed,
was no longer required. The truth remains to
be proven, and one of the defects of imposed
restructuring is that it establishes a new
structure on the basis of regulatory judgment
rather than market tests.

In short, once again the interventionists
blame limited changes in regulation for the
impacts of continued regulation.
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